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KISS B 
 
 
 
STACKABLE ARMLESS CHAIR 
 
Weight: 7 kg 
Stacks: 8 on floor *) 
Design: Sari Anttonen, 1998 

DESCRIPTION 
Kiss is a cheerful, witty and neat chair where simplicity and innovation is everything. The ingenious and 
positively simple construction consists of identically shaped seat and back rest and steel tube frame. The 
frame does not incorporate any screws or glue – seat and back are just “snapped on” to the frame. 
Thanks to elasticity of polyurethane, Kiss is comfortable to sit on.  
 
The simplicity of the design has been combined with a unique structural innovation that makes the chair 
ideal for cafés and restaurants where interior design plays an important role.  
Arena tables, Arena 800 especially, match with the chairs well.  
 
Kiss chair is 100% recyclable. 
 

FRAME 
- Legs of steel tube Ø 19 mm  
- Hard-wearing and non-colouring translucent foot 
glides of polythene, suitable for all floor 
materials   

 
SEAT and BACK  
- Identically shaped parts  
- Injection moulded polyurethane, integrally 
coloured 

- Dimensions (wxdxt): 385 x 425 x 31 mm  
- Seat and back are fixed to the frame by just 
“snapping on”, without any screws 

- 100% recyclable 
 
FINISH OPTIONS 
- Frame finish options: chrome and matt chrome. 
Thickness of coating 20 µ. Frame finishes are 
disinfectant proof 

- Several colour options for seat and back **) 
- Clean seat and back with normal washing up 
liquid and damp cloth, avoid rubbing powder.  
 

 
AWARDS 
- Habitare Top Ten, Habitare Furniture Fair, 
Helsinki, Finland, 1999 

- Good Design Award by the Chicago 
Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and 
Design, Chicago, IL, USA, 1999 

- Pro Finnish Design 2001, honourable mention 
- Finnish Interior Architects’ Association’s (SIO) 
Honorary Award, 2001 

- exhibited in numerous design exhibitions 
around the world since 1998  

 
QUALITY CERTIFICATE 
- Production is ISO 9002 certified  
  
 
 
*) We do not recommend storing of Kiss chairs 
stacked 
 
**) Currently available in black only  
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KISS C 
 
 
 
STACKABLE ARMCHAIR 
 
Weight: 8 kg 
Stacks: 8 on floor *) 
Design: Sari Anttonen, 1998 

DESCRIPTION 
Kiss is a cheerful, witty and neat chair where simplicity and innovation is everything. The ingenious and 
positively simple construction consists of identically shaped seat and back rest and steel tube frame. The 
frame does not incorporate any screws or glue – seat and back are just “snapped on” to the frame. 
Thanks to elasticity of polyurethane, Kiss is comfortable to sit on.  
 
The simplicity of the design has been combined with a unique structural innovation that makes the chair 
ideal for cafés and restaurants where interior design plays an important role.  
Arena tables, Arena 800 especially, match with the chairs well.  
 
Kiss chair is 100% recyclable. 
 

FRAME 
- Legs of steel tube Ø 19 mm  
- Hard-wearing and non-colouring translucent foot 
glides of polythene, suitable for all floor materials   

 
SEAT and BACK  
- Identically shaped parts  
- Injection moulded polyurethane, integrally 
coloured 

- Dimensions (wxdxt): 385 x 425 x 31 mm  
- Seat and back are fixed to the frame by just 
“snapping on”, without any screws 

- 100% recyclable 
 
ARM RESTS 
- Moulded polyurethane 
- Dimensions (wxlxt): 50 x 100 x 35 mm 
- Height from the floor: 660 mm 
- Space between arms: 460 mm 
- Fixed to the frame by glue 
 

FINISH OPTIONS 
- Frame finish options: chrome and matt chrome. 
Thickness of coating 20 µ. Frame finishes are 
disinfectant proof 

- Several colour options for seat and back **) 

- Clean the polyurethane parts with normal washing 
up liquid and damp cloth, avoid rubbing powder.  
 

AWARDS 
- Habitare Top Ten, Habitare Furniture Fair, 
Helsinki, Finland, 1999 

- Good Design Award by the Chicago Athenaeum 
Museum of Architecture and Design, Chicago, IL, 
USA, 1999 

- Pro Finnish Design 2001, honourable mention 
- Finnish Interior Architects’ Association’s (SIO) 
Honorary Award, 2001 

- exhibited in numerous design exhibitions around 
the world since 1998  

 
QUALITY CERTIFICATE 
- Production is ISO 9002 certified  
  
 
*) We do not recommend storing of Kiss chairs 
stacked 
 
**) Currently available in black only  
 
 
 
 
 


